Brief

We take courts
paperless
DIGITALLY ACCESSIBLE JUSTICE
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Elex Ratio is an expert
in both law & technology.
With our global operations,
we take court rooms & court
cases into the digital age.
We take the stress out of your transition to
digital courts, no matter what level of maturity
your technology roadmap is at.

Public access

E-filing

Secure 24/7 real time, web based access to
Case Data and the Court File. Designed on
collaboration principles the portal provides
seamless connectivity between the parties
and the Court.

Optimised e-filing platform that allows
litigants to work in a fashion they prefer
while removing data entry errors and
streamlining the case initiation and
document filing process.

Financial
management

Reporting

Futuristic technology

Portal users can easily make any payment to
Court on line and obtain copies of invoices
without needing to impose on the courts
time.

Out of the box we include a complete suite
of reports that support the Court Excellence
Framework. Views and dashboards can be
configured and easily exported to excel with
a single click.

In addition to all Brief benefits we constantly
innovate and offer AI for e-filing, blockchain
for certification of court documents and text
to speech for real time transcripts.

Scheduling

In court experience

Tools specifically designed for the staged
process of scheduling court cases.
Provide visibility and a greater control of
lists.

Create court books within the Brief and use
the In Court Presenter to conduct a fully
paperless trial coupled with annotation tools
and team based collaboration tools.

Court file & document
management
A complete electronic court file within brief
or seamlessly within your preferred records
solution. Complete document management
is included for Correspondence and internal
documentation.
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Configured to your
processes

COTS & a platform

Who we have
worked with

Brief is a complete case management
solution covering all aspects of the court
process from initiation to finalisation and
publication of Judgments. Designed
from the ground up, specifically for
Commonwealth Common Law jurisdictions, Brief is rapidly configured to meet
your court’s unique rules and procedures
without the need to adapt to a foreign
jurisdiction’s approach to justice.

A commercial off the shelf solution
reduces the risk of implementations
where that product is easily configurable
to the specific needs of a Court. A tried
and tested enterprise product offers
domain knowledge as well as a level of
ongoing improvements via support and
maintenance.

Partners and Jurisdictions where we have
helped with the digital court journey:

Court Forms, Court Rules (including fees)
and practice directions can be configured by Court Staff with no need for
coding skills. Changes in legislation,
Court Forms or process are no longer a
concern as all changes can be managed
within the administrative section of Brief.
Finally, our complete suite of APIs
enables seamless integrations to your
existing enterprise systems.
As part of any implementation our team
will always share learnings in relation to
best practice of courts globally, however,
the flexible implementation engine
allows us to deploy Brief without the
need for any process changes (other
than accepting electronic filings).

Enterprise Architecture, however, is
shifting to a platform approach for critical
systems such as case management.
Platforms like Dynamics 365 offer a
comprehensive extensible platform and
continuous research and development
that domain specific companies can’t
match.
Brief is the only Courts domain specific
COTS product that is installed upon and
leverages the features of an underlying
platform Dynamics 365, used to deliver
court solutions in Commonwealth
Common Law jurisdictions such as
Australia, UK and South Africa.
The combination of a Court specific COTS
product combined with a platform that
receives in the vicinity of a Billion dollars a
year in research and development results
in a low risk, rapid deployment on future
proof technology.

Supreme Court of Victoria, Australia
ADGM Courts, UAE
Office of the Chief Justice, South Africa
Jersey Legal Information Board, Isle of
Jersey
Manitoba Court, Canada
Federal Courts of Canada
Microsoft
Deloitte
Avanade
DXC Technology
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